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Abstract 

Single-molecule junctions – devices fabricated by electrically connecting a single molecule to two 

electrodes – can respond to a variety of stimuli, that include electrostatic/electrochemical gating, light, 

other chemical species, and mechanical forces. When the latter is used, the device becomes 

mechanoresistive which means that its electrical resistance/conductance changes upon application of 

a mechanical stress. The mechanoresistive phenomenon can arise at the metal-molecule interface or 

it can be embedded in the molecular backbone, and several strategies to attain high reproducibility, 

high sensitivity and reversible behaviour have been developed over the years. These devices offer a 

unique insight on the process of charge transfer/transport at the metal/molecule interface, and have 

potential for applications as nanoelectromechanical systems, integrating electrical and mechanical 

functionality at the nanoscale. In this review, the status of the field is presented, with a focus on those 

system that proved to have reversible behaviour, along with a discussion on the techniques used to 

fabricate and characterise mechanoresistive devices. 
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Introduction 

The concept of single molecules as active components in electronic devices has been around since the 

1970s, when Aviram and Ratner designed a “unimolecular diode” based on a donor-spacer-acceptor 

structure sandwiched between two metallic electrodes.1 This device would represent a significant scale-

down of electronic components, allowing current rectification at the nanoscale: Aviram and Ratner’s 

calculations predicted that their system would conduct significant amounts of current only in one 

direction, when electrons are injected from the source into the acceptor, flow through the spacer and 

are ultimately ejected from the donor into the drain electrode. Attempts at injecting electrons into the 

donor would encounter a larger potential barrier with resulting minimal current through the device. Since 

this first conceptualisation of unimolecular electronics, progress in the field has been made on many 

fronts, from experimental techniques that allow reliable and reproducible fabrication of single-molecule 

junctions,2,3 to sophisticated in silico methods for the prediction of their charge-transport properties.4–7 

These experimental and theoretical advances aided the development of functional single-molecule 

diodes8–10 (thus fulfilling Aviram and Ratner’s predictions), insulators,11–13 transistors and switches,14–

16, electroluminescent devices17,18 and other types of electronic and spintronic components.19–21 Another 

subset of single-molecule devices that is becoming increasingly more studied in the field are those that 

show mechanoresistive (or piezoesistive) behaviour. These devices are subject to changes in their 

charge transport efficiency upon mechanical stimulus, the latter being generally compression/stretching 

of the molecular wire obtained by moving the electrodes closer together or farther apart. They have 

been proposed in the literature as single-molecule potentiometers or, more accurately as they are two-

terminal devices, single-molecule rheostats, but there is great promise for their applications as 

nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) and as analytical tools to probe metal-molecule interfaces.  

Charge transport in Molecular Wires 

The vast majority of single-molecule devices operates at such length-scales that a quantum tunnelling 

mechanism of charge transport is dominant. Within this mechanism, the efficiency of charge transport 

is given by the transmission coefficient 𝑇(𝐸), which is the ratio of the electron current density emerging 

from a potential barrier divided by the incident electron current density. In a zero-temperature, zero-

bias approximation, the conductance 𝐺 of a single molecule (a single quantum channel) attached to two 
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electrodes via two chemisorbed termini (contact groups, Figure 1a) can be described by the Landauer-

Büttiker transmission model 

𝐺 = 𝐺0𝑇(𝐸𝐹)   (1) 

Where 𝐺0 is the quantum of conductance (2𝑒 ℎ⁄ ≅ 77.48 𝜇𝑆), and 𝑇(𝐸𝐹) is the value of the transmission 

coefficient at the Fermi energy of the electrodes. A high value of the transmission coefficient grants high 

conductance, up to an upper ceiling with value 𝐺0 which represents a fully open quantum channel (such 

as a single metallic atom). The transmission coefficient 𝑇(𝐸) is described in its simplest terms as 

transport through a single energy level (i.e. a molecular orbital assisting quantum tunnelling) by the 

Breit-Wigner formula 

𝑇(𝐸) =
4Γ2

(𝐸−(𝜖+𝜎))2+4Γ2  (2) 

where 𝜖 is the energy of the transport orbital, shifted by a value  𝜎 upon interaction with the electrodes 

with coupling Γ. This simple model shows that modulation of transport efficiency can be attained either 

by changing the energy alignment of a molecular orbital to the Fermi level of the electrodes (thus 

changing the value of 𝜖 and 𝜎, Figure 1b) or by increasing the extent of molecule-electrode coupling, 

therefore operating on the parameter Γ (Figure 1c). While the energy of the transport orbital 𝜖 is an 

inherent property of the molecular wire, 𝜎 and Γ are strongly dependent on the molecule/electrode 

interface: small changes in the adsorption motif can have a dramatic effect on the molecule-electrode 

coupling and molecule ⇌ electrode charge transfer. As a result, the transmission coefficient at the Fermi 

level of a molecular junction is exquisitely sensitive to minute changes in its contact configuration.  
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Figure 1: Fundamental concept of charge transport in molecular wires. (a) Anatomy of a molecular 
junction, showing the electrodes “chemically soldered” to a functional unit by the use of contact 
groups (with or without the use of spacers). (b) example of 𝑇(𝐸) as the orbital energy is moved 

closer to the Fermi level of the electrodes. (c) example of 𝑇(𝐸) as the coupling parameter Γ is 
increased. (d) Molecular orbitals (HOMO = top; LUMO = bottom) for a meta-connected molecular 

wire (1,3-bis((4-(methylthio)phenyl)ethynyl)benzene) and (e) resulting DFT-calculated 𝑇(𝐸) for its 
Au-molecule-Au junction. Panels (b) and (c) calculated with equation 2. Molecular orbitals in (d) 

calculated with Wavefunction Inc. Spartan 18, DFT B97X-d/6-31G*. Data in panel (e) digitised 
from Jiang et al.22 and replotted. 

The interaction of a molecular orbital with the electrodes and the subsequent formation of a conducting 

quantum channel is an example of constructive quantum interference.23 The opposite case, where 

destructive quantum interference phenomena arise, is also possible.24–27 The standing waves 

generated by charge carriers propagating through the molecular wire will create a pattern of nodes, and 

if one of these nodes is located on the molecular charge transport pathway then an antiresonance will 

arise in the 𝑇(𝐸) curve. The position in energy of this antiresonance is key, and the closer it is to the 

Fermi energy of the electrodes, the greater the resulting conductance suppression will be. A common 

example of destructive interference of significant magnitude is observed in meta (1,3)-connected phenyl 

rings, as there are nodes in both the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest 

unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) (Figure 1d). The simple single-level model presented earlier 
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cannot capture destructive interference phenomena, and more detailed analytical or density functional 

theory (DFT) calculations are needed to obtain an accurate 𝑇(𝐸) spectrum (Figure 1e).23,28–30 

Single-Molecule Junction Fabrication Techniques 

Several techniques for the fabrication and characterisation of single-molecule junctions have been 

introduced in the last 25 years but the most widely used (as of 2021) is the break-junction31 technique, 

whether in its mechanically-controlled (MCBJ),2 scanning tunnelling microscope-based (STMBJ)3 or 

conductive probe atomic force microscope-based (CP-AFMBJ)32–34 implementation. In both cases, a 

piezo stack is responsible for the movement of the electrodes, the only difference between the two 

methods being their geometry: two electrodes immobilised on a flexible substrate in MCBJ,35–37 and a 

tip and substrate pair in STMBJ/CP-AFMBJ.38–40 The electrodes, under bias 𝑉, are first pushed together 

to form a nanocontact, and then pulled apart while following the electrical current 𝐼 (or electrical 

conductance 𝐺 = 𝐼 𝑉⁄ ) through the device, as a function of the movement 𝑧 (Figure 2a). As the 

electrodes are pulled apart, the nanocontact is thinned to an atomic point contact, and the conductance 

signal settles into consecutive plateaux having conductance of multiple integers of the quantum of 

conductance 𝐺0, indicative of transport through integer numbers of metallic atoms.41 Further movement 

results in rupture of the atomic point contact, and a small (0.3 – 0.7 nm) nanogap is created by electrode 

snapback. Molecules, either present as a chemisorbed sub-monolayer or in solution, can assemble in 

the gap to create a single-molecule junction. In a linear-ramp break-junction experiment, routinely used 

for the determination of molecular conductance, the electrodes are continuously pulled apart at a rate 

of a few 𝑛𝑚 𝑠⁄  to stretch the junction to its most extended state, followed by junction break-off. Plateaux 

at values of conductance ≪ 𝐺0 appear in the MCBJ/STMBJ traces (Figure 2b), and those are attributed 

to charge transport through the molecular wire. After rupture of the junction, the metal-metal contact is 

rapidly reformed, and the break-junction process repeated. Thousands of traces are consecutively 

acquired, and these are compiled in conductance histograms and conductance vs. electrode separation 

density plots (Figure 2c) to determine the most probable value of conductance and to correlate it with 

the junction size. 
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Figure 2: Experimental methods. (a) Schematic depiction of a linear-ramp break-junction 
measurement. The two electrodes are brought together and then pulled apart in the presence of 

molecules with appropriate contacts, resulting in the formation of molecular junctions. (b) Example 
conductance trace during a break-junction experiment (piezo signal in inset), where the 𝐺0 plateau 

is followed by a molecular plateau several orders of magnitude less conductive. Thousands of 
these traces are acquired and compiled in (c) conductance vs. electrode separation density plots. 

(d) Schematic depiction of a piezo-modulation break-junction measurement. As the junction is 
fabricated, the relative position of the electrodes is modulated n times before rupture. (e) Example 

conductance vs time trace of a piezo-modulation measurement. A mechanoresistive molecule 
(orange) shows conductance variations in phase with the piezo signal (inset), while modulating a 
non-mechanoresistive molecule (grey) only results in increased noise. Thousands of these traces 

are collected and compiled in conductance vs. time density plots (f). (g) Experimental setup for 
piezo-modulation experiments in a STMBJ configuration, where a custom ramp is applied by an 
arbitrary waveform generator to the piezoelectric transducer responsible for moving the STM tip. 
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The linear-ramp break-junction experiment allows direct characterisation of mechanoresistive 

phenomena during junction stretching, but it does not give any information on the behaviour of the 

junctions under compression and, as such, about the repeatability/cyclability of the mechanoresistive 

phenomena. Analysis of the break-junction closing traces would allow the characterisation of molecule 

under the compression cycle, and such experiments have been routinely used42 for the fabrication and 

subsequent manipulation of atomic junctions (i.e. where a single atom bridges the nanoelectrode gap), 

allowing minute electromechanical characterisation of one-dimensional conductors.43 In order to obtain 

repeatability and cyclability details of single-molecule mechanoresistivity, piezo-modulation 

experiments44 are necessary. In these experiments custom voltage waveforms are imposed to the 

piezoelectric transducer of the break-junction apparatus, in lieu of a linear ramp (sawtooth) one. The 

custom waveform is designed so that it first creates a gap where the molecule of interest can assemble 

in its fully elongated state, and the position of the two electrodes is modulated to continuously compress 

the junction by a few Å, to then stretch it again to its relaxed state. A final pull is performed to rupture 

the molecular bridge. The process is shown in Figure 2d, and example single-molecule conductance 

traces under modulation are shown in Figure 2e, with the piezo signal shown in the inset. Thousands 

of individual traces are usually acquired and compiled in conductance vs. time density plots (Figure 2f) 

that allow the observation of the overall conductance modulation under the imposed signal. While piezo-

modulation experiments are indeed challenging and require modification of commercial STMs Figure 

2g), they allow a vastly superior level of characterisation, and since their introduction they have been 

used extensively to study the behaviour of mechanoresistive molecular junctions. 

It is worth stressing here that break-junction methods can also go beyond the statistical determination 

of molecular conductance at fixed bias described so far. Once the nanogap between the two electrodes 

has been opened and the molecular wire has self-assembled, the electrode separation process can be 

halted, to “freeze” the junction in place and perform further experiments.31,45 These include, for instance, 

bias modulations to measure 𝐼 − 𝑉 characteristics and directly extrapolate numerical values for level 

alignment and coupling coefficient (𝜖 + 𝜎 and Γ of Eq. 2),46 or further experiments towards the 

determination of thermoelectric47–49 and emissive17 properties of single-molecule junctions. These 

methods, which highlight the versatility of break-junction measurements beyond the determination of 

charge transport efficiency have been extensively reviewed elsewhere.31,35,45,50   
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Mechanically-Induced Changes at the Metal-Molecule Interface 

The most straightforward way to introduce mechanoresistive effects in a molecular junction is to design 

molecular components with multiple contact groups. In a conceptual example, a molecular wire of 

structure A-B-C (where A, B and C are three moieties capable of coordinating to the metallic electrodes) 

the molecule will be metal-A-B-metal connected to the electrodes at low separation, and as the junction 

is stretched, it will switch to a metal-A-B-C-metal configuration with an associated lower conductance 

due to the increased tunnelling pathway length and lower molecule-electrode coupling (the parameter 

Γ in Eq. 2) as pictured in Figure 3a-b.  

 

Figure 3: Switch between contact groups spaced along the conductive backbone. (a) depiction of a 
junction with three possible contact groups and its structure in a relaxed and compressed junction 
conformation. (b) Example STMBJ trace for the compounds depicted in (a), where after rupture of 

the atomic contact, the molecule adopts the compressed conformation, and it relaxes to an 
extended structure as the electrodes are driven apart. Further increase of the electrode separation 
results in junction rupture and decay of the conductance to the noise level of the instrument used. 

(c) Structures of molecules with mechanoresistive functionality based on sequential switching 
between different contact groups. The possible contact points are highlighted in green. 
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This strategy has been shown to work efficiently in oligothiophenes, where the individual thienyl sulfurs 

act as (weak) aurophilic groups. Kiguchi et al. studied an α-quaterthiophene (1 in Figure 3c) molecular 

wire and obtained staircase-like traces during STMBJ experiments, each bearing multiple plateaux with 

roughly one order of magnitude spacing between them (~5 x 10-2, ~5 x 10-3, and ~5 x 10-4
 G0) that 

contributed to three distinct peaks in the conductance histogram.51 The highest conductance value was 

attributed to transport through two neighbouring thienyl units (equivalent to an α-bithiophene), the 

middle value to transport through three units (equivalent to an α-terthiophene) and the lowest value to 

transport through the entire length of the α-quaterthiophene wire. The authors also proceeded with 

piezo-modulation experiments and found that the switch between different molecular configuration was 

not regular and reproducible, but rather abrupt and stochastic in nature. It is of topical interest that only 

a single, broad conductance peak in the conductance histogram and no evident staircase in the STM-

BJ traces was found using α-quaterthiophene functionalised with stronger contacts, such as thiols32 or 

methyl sulfides52 on the two termini. This specific case is described later in the text. Other devices 

designed on the same concept of multiple contact groups spaced along the molecular backbone have 

been proposed in the literature, and the examples include tri(pyrid-2-yl)triazine compounds (2 in Figure 

3c),53 substituted p-(phenylene)ethynylene oligomers (3 in Figure 3c),54,55 bis(terpyridyl) molecular 

breadboards (4 in Figure 3c),56 and fullerene dumbbells.57 While this strategy towards functional single-

molecule mechanoresistive devices is indeed attractive and easy to implement, it has shown to suffer 

from poor reproducibility and cyclability. While most junctions fabricated with this class of compound 

clearly show the 𝐺𝐻𝐼𝐺𝐻 → 𝐺𝐿𝑂𝑊 transition as the electrodes are pulled apart, the 𝐺𝐿𝑂𝑊 → 𝐺𝐻𝐼𝐺𝐻 transition 

is less clearly defined in the piezo-modulation experiments. The only notable exception is the C60 

dumbbell where 𝐺𝐿𝑂𝑊 → 𝐺𝐻𝐼𝐺𝐻 transitions can be observed in the approach traces, but no extended 

modulation experiments have been performed.57 

Reducing the distance between the anchoring points on the molecular wire can yield higher sensitivity 

to mechanical modulations. The carbodithioate group (OPE-style wire shown as 5 in Figure 4a) bears 

a S=C-S- atomic configuration, and has been introduced by Xing et al. as a superior contact for Au 

electrodes. Its bidentate coordinative/covalent nature grants stronger electronic coupling of the 

molecule to the electrodes, and higher electronic transmission.58 It was later demonstrated that as the 

junction evolves during an STMBJ experiment (i.e. as the molecule is stretched), there is reorganisation 

at the molecule-metal interface, with a bidentate → monodentate transition that results in a drastic drop 
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in conductance.59 The opposite monodentate → bidentate transition upon junction compression was 

however not studied. We demonstrated a different system containing S-C-S termini to be fully cyclable, 

with reproducible bidentate ⇌ monodentate transitions even at high piezo-modulation speed (up to 10 

kHz). As discussed earlier in the text, thiol- or thioether-terminated oligothiophenes show exceptionally 

wide conductance spread during break-junction experiments. While this can be partially attributed to 

symmetry,60 thiophenes themselves have been demonstrated to be efficient contact groups,61,62 and 

when a thiomethyl group is added in the 2-position, the system behaves like a functional hemilabile 

terminus. Hemilabile ligands63,64 are heterobifunctonal units with one strong binding site and a second 

weaker (reversible) one, and as such they are ideal for mechanoresistive purposes with clear and easy 

to attain bidentate ⇌ monodentate transition at the molecule-electrode interface (Figure 4b). Molecules 

terminated with 2-(methylthio)thiophenes such as 6 and 7 in Figure 4a, in fact, showed exquisite 

sensitivity to small changes in junction size (Figure 4c), and no apparent signal distortion even at high 

modulation speed.65 DFT calculations show that junction compression and stretching cause significant 

distortion of the transmission curves near the Fermi level of the electrodes, with a shift in the energy of 

the transport orbital (𝜎 in Eq.2) and a mechanically-induced change in the molecule-electrode coupling 

(Γ in Eq.2) 
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Figure 4: Switch between denticity at multifunctional electrode contacts. (a) Structures of the 
bifunctional molecular wire termini discussed in this review. The bidentate system is highlighted in 

orange. (b) Evolution of a junction fabricated with (methylthio)thienyl contacts as the electrodes are 
driven apart. The molecule-electrode interface evolves from a bidentate-bidentate configuration to 
bidentate-monodentate and finally monodentate-monodentate before junction rupture. (c) Example 

conductance vs time density map for compound 7, with the 0.3 nm modulation piezo signal 
superimposed in light blue. Conductance is modulated in phase by approximately one order of 

magnitude, as the molecule is cycled between different configurations. (e) Transmission curves for 
the α-terthienyl derivative shown in (b), where the effect of the junction size on the parameters 𝜎 

and Γ of Eq. 2 can be appreciated. The evolution of Γ as a function of junction stretching is shown 
in the inset. Panels (b)-(e) replotted from data publicly available in Ferri et al.65 

The pyrazolyl contact group, bearing a N-N unit, also results in an interface to the electrodes that 

undergoes reorganisation as the molecule is stretched.66 In this case conductance increases as the 

molecule is stretched, and Herrer et al. demonstrated that this is due to deprotonation of the pyrazolyl 

N-H, happening during junction evolution in an OPE-style wire terminated with pyrazolyl contacts (8 in 

Figure 4a). Further confirmation of the conductance increase mechanism was obtained in experiments 

performed on monolayer devices.67 After deprotonation, a covalent N-Au bond is formed, granting 

higher electronic coupling and higher conductance. Mechanosensitive behaviour of these junctions was 
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only assessed for the stretching process, and no information on the reversibility of the deprotonation 

process is available in the literature. 

Another way of introducing mechanosensitive behaviour to a molecular junction is to exploit the different 

configurations that some contact groups can adopt when chemisorbed on the electrodes. Thiols, for 

instance, have been proposed to be able to interact with Au in a “top” conformation, covalently bonded 

to an apex atom or in a “bridge” (or “hollow”) conformation, sitting at the site between multiple Au atoms, 

with both covalent and coordinative (donor-acceptor) bonds (Figure 5a).68 These different 

configurations contribute to a large conductance spread in thiols, as each configuration is associated 

with a different molecule-electrode coupling coefficient Γ (see Eq. 2) and, therefore, a different charge 

transport efficiency.69 There is evidence that thiol-terminated molecules can undergo a mechanically-

induced transition between the more conductive “bridge/hollow” and the less conductive “top” 

configuration as the molecular junctions are stretched,70 but the process has been shown to be poorly 

reproducible (even under strict piezo-modulation), and largely stochastic in nature71 unless performed 

at cryogenic conditions.72 The most common outcome of this phenomenon is a large spread of 

conductance values found in junctions fabricated with molecules terminated with thiol contacts at room 

temperature, that result in poorly resolved peaks in the STMBJ conductance histograms if no data 

filtering or data selection process is applied.73  

4-pyridyl electrode contacts, on the other hand, show a well-defined bimodal spread of conductance 

values even in unfiltered STMBJ histograms (Figure 5b), and analysis of the individual traces 

demonstrates that in most cases there is a clear 𝐺𝐻𝐼𝐺𝐻 → 𝐺𝐿𝑂𝑊 transition, with 𝐺𝐻𝐼𝐺𝐻 ≅ 10 × 𝐺𝐿𝑂𝑊 and 

a difference in molecular extension Δ𝑧 between the two states of approximately 2 Å (Figure 5c). Quek 

et al. studied this phenomenon in detail, performing piezo-modulation experiment on 4,4’-dipyridyl (9 in 

Figure 5b), and demonstrating the complete reversibility and cyclability of the 𝐺𝐻𝐼𝐺𝐻 ⇌ 𝐺𝐿𝑂𝑊 switching, 

upon applying a mechanical modulation of the junction size with an amplitude Δ𝑧 = 2 Å (Figure 5d). 

DFT calculations were then used to demonstrate that the bimodal conductance is due to a change in 

the molecule-electrode interface. In a compressed junction (of size too small to accommodate the 

molecule in its extended state) 4,4’-dipyridyl is forced to adopt a conformation where the N-Au bond is 

tilted out of the plane of the heteroaromatic ring. In this conformation, however, the LUMO 𝜋∗ orbital is 

ideally positioned to interact with the Au orbitals, giving a higher electronic coupling Γ (see Eq.2) and 
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relatively high charge transport efficiency. As the junction is extended, the N-Au bond becomes coplanar 

with the pyridyl ring, reducing the extent of the 𝜋-Au interaction and causing a decrease in the electronic 

coupling Γ and molecular conductance (Figure 5e). This phenomenon of lateral coupling between the 

π-system of a tilted molecular junction and the metallic electrodes has been indeed reported several 

times.74–78 In a particularly comprehensive study, Diez-Perez et al. measured the single-molecule 

conductance of a thiol-terminated, fused oligoindene as a function of junction size, and confirmed the 

interaction of the extended 𝜋-system with the electrodes by applying an AC modulation to the x and y 

piezoelectric transducers of the STM.79 Lateral coupling of the 𝜋-system alone is however a less 

prominent phenomenon than what is observed in 4-pyridyl contacts, with a much lower 𝐺𝐻𝐼𝐺𝐻 𝐺𝐿𝑂𝑊⁄  

ratio at similar values of ∆𝑧. The uniqueness of 4-pyridyl as interface to the electrodes can be explained 

in terms of the geometry of the lone pair on the N atoms (responsible coordination to the electrode) 

being perfectly orthogonal to the heteroaromatic 𝜋-system. This orthogonality grants poor conjugation 

of the lone pair into the HOMO and the LUMO of the molecule and maximises the effect of small 

changes in the tilt angle on molecular conductance. The mechanoresistive effect is not limited to 4,4’-

dipyridyl studied by Quek et al but is a general phenomenon of the 4-pyridyl electrode contact.80,81 

 

Figure 5: Switch between different contact configurations at the molecule-electrode interface. (a) 
possible thiol binding mode on Au surfaces. (b) Conductance histogram for 4,4’-dipyridyl (structure 

shown as inset) and (c) its 2D conductance vs electrode separation density map. A bimodal 
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conductance can be observed, with the GLOW feature associated with a longer electrode-electrode 
distance. (d) Conductance vs time density map under piezo modulation for 4,4’-dipyridyl. Piezo 
signal superimposed as orange line. Data in (b,c,d) acquired by the author, by reproducing the 
experiments originally performed in Quek et al.44 (e) Conductance modulation model for 4,4’-

dipyridyl developed by Quek et al.44 

We also provided further confirmation of the mechanism of mechanical switching in these compounds, 

by synthesising a series of substituted 4,4’-dipyridyls bearing bulky alkyl substituents and measuring 

their mechanoresistive behaviour with piezo-modulation experiments.82 We found that the presence of 

the alkyl substituents reduces the extent of the 𝜋-Au interactions, resulting in a loss of sensitivity of the 

coupling coefficient Γ on molecular compression and effectively suppressing the mechanoresistive 

behaviour. Providing the substituents with a 𝜋-system (in the form of a pendant phenyl ring) reinstated 

the mechanical switching of conductance, albeit with a reduced magnitude compared to pristine 4,4’-

bipyridyl. 

Mechanically-Induced Changes in the Molecular Backbone 

The mechanoresistive effect can also arise from mechanically-induced changes in the molecular 

backbone itself. One of the first examples of such behaviour was found in a bis(terpyridyl) Fe(II) spin-

crossover organometallic complex (10 in Figure 6a), that showed conductance increasing by 

approximately one order of magnitude as the junctions were stretched.83 The authors attributed this 

behaviour to a switch between a low-spin state for the relaxed molecule to a high-spin state for the 

stretched junction (Figure 6b), with a resulting increase in conductance confirmed by DFT transport 

calculations. The spin transition is caused by a mechanically induced deformation in the coordination 

sphere that reduces the ligand field energy and allows the spin transition. The effect was shown to be 

reasonably robust, happening in approximately half of the fabricated junctions, and comparison with 

Ru(II) complexes where spin crossover is not expected confirmed the proposed mechanism, but the 

reverse high → low transition upon junction relaxation was not characterised. 

Mechanoresistivity in a molecular junction can also be introduced by quantum interference effects. 

Stefani et al. demonstrated this in a substituted [2.2]paracyclophane (11 in Figure 6c), where strong 

conductance oscillations were observed during linear-ramp STMBJ experiments.84 These oscillations 

were attributed to changes in the overlap between the frontier orbitals of the two intramolecularly 𝜋-

stacked phenyl rings. In the relaxed state, the orbital symmetry introduces a destructive quantum 

interference feature in the transmission spectrum near the Fermi level of the electrodes, thus 
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suppressing charge transport. As the [2.2]paracyclophane system is compressed or stretched, orbital 

symmetry is changed and quantum interference is lifted (i.e. moved to energies far from the electrodes 

𝐸𝐹), leading to higher charge transport efficiency. The effect was demonstrated to be completely 

reversible and cyclable for long periods of time with no fatigue or loss of functionality through piezo-

modulation experiments, which also highlighted an exquisite sensitivity to small changes in electrode 

separation. A later study on the substitution pattern in [2.2]paracyclophanes further confirmed the 

quantum interference origin of mechanoresistivity.85 Similar effects have also been observed in the 1,1’-

(thioanisolyl)ferrocene (12 in Figure 6c) studied by Camarasa-Gómez et al.86 A sharp destructive 

interference feature near the Fermi level of Au suppresses charge transport in the fully-extended state, 

but its energy is dependent on the angle between the two cyclopentadienyl (Cp) rings of ferrocene 

(Figure 6d). As the junction is compressed, the ferrocene core acts like a hinge and the two Cp rings 

rotate relative to each other, lifting the interference feature and allowing more transparent charge 

transport. Again, piezo-modulation experiments confirmed reversibility and full cyclability of the 

mechanoresistive behaviour. 

A further strategy towards molecular mechanoresistivity is to exploit flexible fragments in the molecular 

backbone. Permethyloligo-silanes87 and -germanes,88 for instance, undergo stereoelectronic switching 

as they are stretched in the junction, with the fully extended structure being higher in conductance due 

to some unique properties of the Si and Ge 𝜎-bonding system. In both cases, complete reversibility was 

assessed with piezo-modulation experiments, and some “junction training” was found to be required in 

order to attain a modest switching factor. Conformational effects can be maximised by designing 

molecules with intramolecular interactions that stabilise the molecule in the different configurations. A 

pentaphenylene foldamer, for instance, has been demonstrated to be able to adopt a “parallel“ folded 

configuration in the early stages of an STM-BJ experiments, and evolve to the more stable “antiparallel” 

configuration as the electrodes are driven apart.89 In both cases charge transport is made efficient by 

the presence of multiple 𝜋-stacked channels, as evidenced by flicker noise90 measurements. The 

antiparallel → parallel configuration switch upon junction compression was however not characterised 

in this study. Completely reversible behaviour was instead found in compounds that can transition from 

a folded conformation to an extended one. This class of devices was originally proposed in a theoretical 

study by Franco et al.91 and we later confirmed their feasibility. In our study, we employed a 

conformationally-flexible benzil derivative (13 in Figure 6e), where the dicarbonyl bridge grants a low 
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energy barrier between the folded (syn) and the extended (anti) conformations. The low energy barrier 

enables the molecule to freely adapt its configuration to the size of the junction, therefore folding itself 

along the dicarbonyl axis to a syn conformer at low electrode separation and unfolding to the less-

conductive anti conformer as the electrodes are driven apart (Figure 6f).92 Flicker noise measurements 

and DFT calculations were then used to rationalise the findings. In the syn state the two phenyl rings 

turn to a co-planar, 𝜋-stacked configuration, thereby opening a new through-space transport channel 

that grants higher charge transport efficiency. In the extended state, on the other hand, the additional 

𝜋- 𝜋 channel is lost and conductance is purely through-bond, further suppressed by a quantum 

interference feature introduced by the dicarbonyl bridge. 

 

Figure 6: Mechanically-induced changes in the molecular backbone. (a) Structure of the spin-
crossover Fe(II) complex 9 and (b) mechanism of mechanoresistive behaviour. (c) Structures of 
the quantum interference based mechanosensitive compounds discussed in this review. (d) T(E) 

curves for 11, in the relaxed and compressed state. The QI feature is moved at energies below that 
of the LUMO in the compressed configuration, effectively lifting conductance suppression at 𝐸𝐹. (d) 
Structure of the conformationally-flexible benzil analogue discussed in the text and (e) model for its 
mechanoresistive behaviour. In the compressed structure the two phenyl rings rotate to a cofacial 
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arrangement, allowing efficient through-space transport. (f) Structures for the mechanochemical 
switches discussed in the text. The mechanosensitive bond in the structure is highlighted in red. 

T(E) curves in (d) digitised from Camarasa-Gómez et al.86 and replotted. 

Mechanical forces can also be used to break or rearrange chemical bonds (mechanochemistry93), and 

particularly labile chemical interactions are ideal for exploitation in molecular mechanoresistive devices. 

Mechanically-induced atropisomerization, for instance, has been observed in 5,15-diaryl phorphyrin 

molecular wires (14 in Figure 6g),94 while ring-opening reactions have been observed in single-molecule 

junctions fabricated with functionalised spiropyrans (15 in Figure 6g).95 Both these phenomena, 

however, could be driven in one direction only (cis → trans atropisomerization and spiropyran → 

merocyanine) by mechanical means. 

Conclusions and Outlook 

Mechanoresistive molecular devices have emerged as an attractive application of single-molecule 

electronics. As an analytical tool, they can provide valuable physical insights on the nature of the 

molecule-metal interface, especially when combined with CP-AFM techniques that allow single-

molecule force spectroscopy. This approach has been valuable in understanding the variety of 

configurations that chemisorbed species can adopt in contact with the electrodes. Metal-molecule 

interfaces are of paramount importance for heterogeneous catalysis,96 while interfacial electron transfer 

phenomena97 are fundamental in fields such as electrochemistry, organic light-emitting devices,98 

photochemistry and dye-sensitised solar cells,99 and any kind of information on their nature and 

properties can therefore be highly beneficial to the wider chemical community.   

The study of mechanoresistive phenomena at the single-molecule level is however in need of some 

characterisation and reporting standards. The linear-ramp break-junction experiments used routinely to 

measure single-molecule conductance only show phenomena occurring in one direction (e.g. molecular 

stretching) and only measurements under piezo-modulation can verify reversibility of the mechanical 

switching and repeatability of the observed phenomena. Furthermore, some molecular junctions require 

a degree of “training” to achieve their best electromechanical performance,88 a phenomenon that would 

not be captured without piezo-modulation measurements. It would therefore be beneficial to the field to 

include modulation experiments in every report on molecular mechanoresistivity, possibly performed 

with a range of different waveforms. The 50% duty cycle square/trapezoidal wave routinely employed 

in the field (see inset of Figure 2e for reference) does not allow a detailed characterisation of the 
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switching between high/low conductance states. Sinusoidal65 or triangular85 waveforms have been used 

to capture these details, and they also allow for calculation of mechanoresistive parameters such as 

gauge factors84 and mechanoresistive sensitivity.78 

From a technological point of view, the development of nanoelectromechanical devices (integrating 

mechanical and electrical functionality) has been so far focussed on materials such as carbon 

nanotubes100–102 and graphene,103,104 but the work described in this review is ideally suited to be 

developed into functional devices. While single-molecule junctions are indeed far from ready to be 

deployed in real-life applications, monolayer-type molecular electronic devices are available on the 

market,105,106 and some of the molecular systems described in this review are expected to retain the 

mechanoresistive behaviour when assembled into one-molecule thick films. Here, mechanoresistive 

molecular junctions have already shown their potential for improved thermoelectric harvesting, by 

allowing optimisation of the Seebeck coefficient by adjusting the pressure applied on a self-assembled 

monolayer, and therefore tuning the coupling coefficient Γ.107  
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